Membership 18 voting, 8 advisory, 6 emeritus

Project Status
- FC-BB-6 – Started LB comment resolution with 551 comments
- FC-FS-4 – FC-EE text for FC-FS-4 approved
- FC-GS-7 – TLV Based Name Server Commands Text
- FC-LS-3 – How Much Power do YOU have, Login/Logout ABTS, Type Length Value TLV Usage
- FC-SB-5 – Continue LB Comment resolution – 13 remain open
- FC-SW-6 – Distributed Switch NPZD Order, Distributed Switch protocols, Distributed Switch protocol payloads, Distributed FDF Joining Fabric Serialization, Textual revisions to the High Availability Protocol, Dual Redundancy with Additional FCF(s) per Virtual Domain, Multiple FCF Redundancy Proposal – Issues & Questions, Distribute Fabric WWN, FCDF Gathered Configuration Notification Text, How Things Work When They Break, FLOGI Processing, Removing Out-of-order, Removing VA_RJT
Call for Volunteers

- FC-LS-3 Chair
- FC-FS-4 Editor